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... the smartest men are not patrons of
black, black and white, also fancy colors such as
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Men of Sound Judgment - Examine This

Shirts
Beautiful Broadcloth in white and colors
Burton's Irish Poplin in white and colors

Note the soft blending of colors in our new
Springs; Stripes, Polka Dots and plain
pastel shades. Many others.

Hosiery
This hosiwe with Heel Guiter is
sufficiently good. A largwe assortment to choose from and at a price to meet your pocketbook.

Suspenders
Regular and Extra long. In plain white, plain black, black and white, also fancy colors such as
stripes and figured patterns. These suspenders are also carried in Tech colors.

Garters
We carry a complete line of Paris, Boston and Hickock, including the new
Curve Weave, both plain and fancy.

Shorts and Athletic Shirts
Examine the soft overall tints. Notice the
reserved stripe effects.

COMBINATION-BLEND SHIRTS in plain colors.
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